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Item 4.2

Welcome to the
Anthropocene
Towards a One Planet
Region
Port Moody Climate Action Committee
25 November 2019
Dr. Trevor Hancock
Retired Professor and Senior Scholar
School of Public Health and Social Policy
University of Victoria

Outline
1. The Anthropocene
1 a) We are the anthropos in the
Anthropocene

2. Think globally, but act locally: Creating a
One Planet Region
2 a) Conversations for a One Planet Region

2 b) One Planet Saanich
3. Hope, vision and exciting opportunities
4. What can municipalities do?
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1. The Anthropocene
 Our efforts to subdue nature have
been so successful that the time in
which we now live has been called
the Anthropocene - it will show up
in the geologic record

 Welcome to the Anthropocene!

Our efforts to subdue nature have been so successful
that the time in which we now live has been called the
Anthropocene - it will show up in the geologic record

VIDEO
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fvgGpxlobk
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Three aspects of the
Anthropocene
 A geological phenomenon, a new
geological epoch

 An ecological phenomenon –
massive and rapid global ecological
change

 A human phenomenon - we are the
anthropos in the Anthropocene
 More precisely – SOME OF US are the
anthropos in the Anthropocene

Geologic signatures of the
Anthropocene
Layers containing
Minerals

Chemicals

 Pure aluminum

 CO2

 Tungsten carbide

 Nitrogen fertilisers

 Glass

 POPs

 Plastic

 Radioactive particles

 Concrete
Plus changes in fossil assemblages
• Humans – 1/3 of mass of all land vertebrates
• Domesticated species – 2/3
• Wild species - <5%
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A new geologic epoch
 In May 2019, the AWG voted 88% in
favour of treating the Anthropocene as
“a formal chrono-stratigraphic unit”
with a base “around the mid-twentieth
century of the Common Era”
AWG is the Working Group on the ‘Anthropocene’,
Subcommission on Quaternary Stratigraphy,
International Commission on Stratigraphy

The Anthropocene – more
than just climate change
 Climate change
 Ocean acidification
 Ozone layer depletion
 Resource depletion
 Pollution
◦ Ecotoxicity
 Species extinctions
ALL AT THE SAME TIME

4
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This Changes
Everything:
Capitalism vs.
The Climate
by
Naomi Klein

No, THIS changes everything!
Living Planet Index,
1970 - 2014

Ecological footprint,
1961 - 2014

60% decline since 1970

Planetary boundaries
The Great Acceleration

5
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.
It is the both the scale and
the rapidity of change
that matters

11

Global Ecological
Footprint, 1961 - 2014
• World biocapacity has increased
about 27% in the past 50 years.
• Humanity’s Ecological Footprint
has increased about 190%
over
the same period.

Note more than
½ is carbon

6
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Living Planet Index
1970 - 2014
Average abundance of 16,704 vertebrate populations
representing 4,005 species monitored across the globe mammals, birds, fish, reptiles and amphibians

60% decline since 1970

Crossing Planetary
Boundaries
• Genetic
diversity =
extinctions
per million
species-years
(E/MSY)

Novel entities =
POPs, heavy metals,
nano-particles etc

• Functional
diversity =
Biodiversity
Intactness
Index (BII)

Steffen et al, 2015

14
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The Great Acceleration
Trends from
1750 to 2010
in indicators
for the
structure and
functioning
of the Earth
System
Note 1950
Steffen et al, 2015

15

1 a) We are the
‘Anthropos’ in the
Anthropocene:
Human driving forces
and impacts
16
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The IPAT Equation: Impact =
Population x Affluence x Technology

Societal &
human
forces
driving
change,
1900 – 2011

17

The drivers
Trends from 1750
to 2010 in globally
aggregated
indicators for
socio-economic
development
Note 1950
Steffen et al, 2015
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Impact over an 80 year
lifespan
1% annual growth in population

= 2.2x

3% annual growth in real GDP
= 10.6x
 But since this includes 1% population growth, it
would be better to see this as 2% real growth

2% annual growth in real GDP
TOTAL OVER 80 YEARS

= 4.9x
= 10.8x

Even if our technology became 5 times more
efficient, it is still >2x the impact

My life in the Anthropocene
I was born in 1948. From
then to approx 2010/2012

Socio-economic trends

Earth System trends
CO2

+ 26%

Methane

+59.5%

Global surface temperature
anomaly (0C) v 1961-1990

+ 0.471 v
- 0.036

Ozone loss (2012)
• Peak loss (1994)

50.8%

Ocean H ion

+18%

Marine fish capture

+ 4.6 x

Nitrogen flux to coast

4.26 x

Tropical forest loss

27.66% v
15.65%

Population

2.73 x

Real GDP (2005 US$)

11.1 x

Urban population

4.74 x

Primary energy use

5.14 x

Fertilizer consumption

14.4 x

Large dams

5.85 x

Water use

3.28 x

Paper production

5.38 x

Transportation (vehicle #s)

7.23

Agricultural land

Telecommunications (billion
landlines and subscriptions)

> 9,000 x

% of total (0.08% in 1750)

International tourism arrivals

37 x

Terrestrial biosphere
degradation (2.8% in

(compared to 1% in 1700)

1700)

66.9%

0.38% v
0.31%
28.6%
(2000) v
14% (1950)
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2. Think globally,
but act locally:
Creating a One
Planet Region
21

In Canada we act as if we
had this . .
test
test
test
test

11
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. . . but this is
what we have

So this means an 80%
reduction in our ecological
footprint, so we are only
taking our fair share . . .

12
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. . . while at the same time
meeting basic needs and
ensuring high levels of
human and social
development and good
health for all

The grand challenge
How do we
live equitably,
in harmony
and in good
health on this
one small
planet we call
home?

13
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2 a) Conversations for a
One Planet Region
 The problem is that we are not even
discussing this right now

 Climate change, yes, but not the
whole package

Conversations for a One
Planet Region
Vision
•The Greater Victoria Region achieves social and
ecological sustainability, with a high quality of life
and a long life in good health for all its citizens,
while reducing its ecological footprint to be
equivalent to one planet’s worth of bio-capacity.
Mission
•The Mission of The Conversations is to establish
and maintain community-wide conversations on
One Planet living and a One Planet Region.
https://creativelyunited.org/one-planet-region/

Learn – Discuss – Imagine – Design – Create

28
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Expanding and deepening
the Conversation
 Video, webcast and livestream the current
Conversations program

 Establish a Kitchen Table Conversations
program,

 Undertake One Planet Neighbourhood Codesign Charettes

 Establish People for a One Planet Region
 [Perhaps] create One Planet Region
Awards
Learn – Discuss – Imagine – Design –
Create

Spin-off projects
 Sessions in the Fall at UVic, to help people come to
terms with climate anxiety and eco-grief

 Working with the Community Social Planning Council to
look at the social justice and employment implications

 Working with faith organisations to explore the ethical
and spiritual dimensions of One Planet Living

 Initiating a discussion about an initiative around art,
nature and place to engage people in considering these
global ecological challenges and possible actions.

 An ecological economics group, linked to the Green
New Deal, looking at what a local ecological economy
would look like

Learn – Discuss – Imagine – Design –
Create

15
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2 b) One Planet Saanich
A year-long project that brings together
municipalities, organisations, businesses, schools
and community groups in
Canada (Saanich)
Denmark (Elsinore)
South Africa (Durban)
Tarusa (Russia)
the UK (Oxfordshire)

to make our cities better places to live!
https://www.oneplanetsaanich.org/

Local ecological
footprint = 2 – 3 planets

Source: Moore and Hallsworth, 2018

32
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10 principles of One Planet
Living

Bioregional Annual Review, 2015 -16

Source: One Planet Saanich Team, 2018

34
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Suggested key steps: Target
approx 1.5 gha/person
Suggested change

EF reduction,
gha/person

Eliminate fossil fuel emissions in
buildings
Convert half of gasoline private
vehicles to electric
Reduce purchase of non-food
consumables by 30%
Reduce meat and dairy by 25%

0.41

Purchase 25% less food

0.11

TOTAL

0.97

0.18
0.15
0.12

Source: Moore and Hallsworth, 2018

Happily, there are many
health co-benefits . . .

18
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Equity and
local
economy

• Countries with greater equity have
better social and health outcomes
(“Spirit Level")
• Local economy creates local jobs
and wealth
Culture and • Strengthens social connections,
community
sense of community, belonging
Land and
nature

• Safety from low pollution, adequate
and properly planned city
• Nature contact has significant
physical and mental health benefits
Sustainable • Adequate supply of clean water and
water
good sanitation are fundamental to
health

Local and
• Less obesity, improved nutrition, esp
sustainable
from a low-meat diet
food
Travel and • Reduced air pollution, fewer injuries,
transport
increased physical activity,
strengthens social connections
Materials
• Cleaner, greener products, reduced
and
costs, reduced wastes
products
Zero waste • Reduced pollution, reduced waste
disposal
Zero carbon • Clean air, reduced global warming
energy

19
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Feeding a One Planet
Region

Source: One Planet Saanich Team, 2018

“Eat food, not too
much, mostly plants”
(Michael Pollan, In Defense of Food)

would be a good
national food policy

20
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The EAT-Lancet
Commission
 “global consumption of
fruits, vegetables, nuts and
legumes will have to double,
and consumption of foods
such as red meat and sugar
will have to be reduced by
more than 50 percent”.

 “a diet rich in plant-based
foods and with fewer animal
source foods confers both
improved health and
environmental benefits”

The new
Canada
Food
Guide
(2019)

21
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Co-benefits of active/
public transportation
 Reduced GHGs
 Reduced air pollution
 Fewer injuries
 Increased physical activity
 Strengthens social connections

3. Hope, vision and
exciting opportunities
 “Hope is . . . the commitment to positivity in
the face of adversity”
Dutt and Brcic, 2014

 “Vision is values projected into the future”
Clem Bezold
Institute for Alternative Futures

 “In the midst of every crisis, lies great
opportunity”
Albert Einstein

22
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The antidote to
despair is hope
“Hope is . . . the commitment
to positivity in the face of
adversity”
Dutt and Brcic, 2014

Messages of hope
1. The shift to a more ecologically
sustainable society results in health gains
from a healthier way of living.

2. We have successfully helped to create
major societal shifts in favour of health
before.

3. We are not alone; we have many potential
partners.

23
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4. For the most part we know what needs to be
done, indeed we have known for a very long
time

5. We have made some progress, there are in
fact many examples of people,
organisations, businesses, communities,
cities, even entire nations, who are doing the
right things and setting an example.

Vision and values
 When we express our values, we imply a
vision of a better world

 When we create a vision, we are implicitly
stating our values

 What is our vision of a better future for
young people?

 More important, what is THEIR vision?

24
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Learn – Discuss – Imagine –
Design – Create
 First we need to understand the
situation and the options we face

 Then we need to imagine and envision
the future we want

 Only then can we start to design and
create it

We are going to have to
re-invent everything
In fact, the new and
next generations are
going to have to reinvent everything

25
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Finding opportunity
 The fact that everything has to change
presents endless opportunities

 The younger generation will be the
one that has to re-invent almost
everything

The good news is . . .
 We have the science and the
technology . . .

 In fact, we have had it since the early
1970s . . .

 Which is also the bad news

26
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But ultimately its not a
science and technology
problem

 It’s a social, economic, political,
cultural, ideological, philosophical,
ethical and spiritual problem.

 So we need philosophers, artists,
writers, video and film-makers and
faith communities as much as
scientists and technologists

27
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 And we need the new green and
social entrepreneurs who will create
the new economy we need.

 Yes, we need scientists, researchers,
inventors
But we also need

 Entrepreneurs who will help create the
new economy we need, providing new
jobs while improving human and
social development and ecosystem
health

28
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And we need

 social innovators, and the
philosophers, artists, faith leaders and
social activists who can express and
communicate new values in appealing
ways.

So while the
Anthropocene poses
daunting challenges, the
One Planet region
presents endless
opportunities for young
people

29
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4. What can municipal
leaders do?
Engage all sectors of the community in

Recognising the challenge posed by the
Anthropocene and the implications for our
communities.

Discussing this challenge.
Identifying the main elements of a ‘One Planet’
response and the potential health, environmental and
social benefits.

Imagining and starting to design a One Planet
community.

Contact
Dr. Trevor Hancock
Thancock@uvic.ca
Website:
https://trevorhancock.org

60
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Climate Action Committee
November 25, 2019

Recap of CAP Open Houses

1
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Open House #1 – Climate Action Community Brainstorm
Date: Saturday May 25, 2019 from 11:00am – 3:00pm
*approximately 200 visitors and 70 survey responses

• Submit actions that can be taken by
individuals, business, or local government.
• The actions were considered by staff and
the Climate Action Committee as a list of
proposed actions that may be included in
a draft Climate Action Plan was
developed.
3

Open House #2
Date: Thursday November 14, 2019 from 4:00pm – 7:00pm
*Approximately 60 visitors

• We asked visitors to share
thoughts on a list of proposed
actions to be included in the
Climate Action Plan
• tell us about any obstacles or
barriers that could prevent us
from taking specific actions
4
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Next Steps
Compile community feedback (after Dec 1)
Outline implementation of Actions
Draft Climate Action Plan
Staff review
Climate Action Committee review
Presented for Council consideration
5

Engagement Opportunities

3
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Annual Engagement Opportunities

Community Fair
June

Car Free Day
August
7

Benefits
• Carrying on from climate action open
houses
• Communicate Plan updates
• Provide new information (e.g.
rebates)
• Connect with the community
• Get insight (e.g. survey)
• Get people excited about taking
action!
8
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Next Steps

Interest in a community engagement sub-committee?
Responsible for:
• Identifying community engagement opportunities
• Organizing community engagement
• Creating engagement materials (support from City)
• Recruiting volunteers
• Design of booth (support from City)
9

Thank You

5
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